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SUBMISSION DEADLINE: MAY 1, 2017
Spanish and Portuguese Review (SPR), the annual graduate student journal of the American Association of
Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese (AATSP), invites the submission of original, unpublished manuscripts
on culture, film, linguistics, literature, pedagogy, second language acquisition, translation, and other areas
related to the study or teaching of Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian languages and cultures. Quantitative,
qualitative, and mixed methods of research are encouraged. In addition to articles, SPR invites the
submission of book and media reviews, interviews, and notes on technology and pedagogical resources. All
submissions should display thorough and comprehensive knowledge of the subject and field in question; be
written in Spanish, Portuguese, or English; and strictly adhere to the journal’s guidelines.

Visit spanishandportuguesereview.org to access the journal online!
SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED: Current membership in the AATSP is a requirement for submission and must
be maintained by the author(s) until an accepted manuscript appears in print. Please visit www.aatsp.org to
become a member or renew your membership. The AATSP also offers a new Graduate Department
Membership rate. For additional information, please click on “Graduate Dept. Membership” under the
“Membership” menu tab at www.aatsp.org.
ANONYMITY REQUIRED: Please ensure that no identifying information (name, institution, etc.) appears in
the file name, title, or body of the submission.
FILE NAME: Please name the file using the submission type (article, interview, review, etc.) followed by an
abbreviated version of the title (four word maximum). Example: A book review of García Lorca at the Edge of
Surrealism might have the following file name: Review_Garcia_Lorca_Surrealism.docx
SUBMISSION FORMAT: one document with title, abstract, keywords, text, works cited, and any images or
tables, using the language of the submission. For articles with notes, please use automated footnotes. Also
use automated indenting instead of tabs to begin paragraphs.
SUBMISSION LENGTH: Article manuscripts and interviews must be between 3,000 and 5,000 words,
excluding abstracts, footnotes, and works cited. Notes on technology/pedagogical resources and
book/media reviews must be between 500 and 1,000 words.
STYLE REQUIREMENTS: Spanish and Portuguese Review follows the same style standards as Hispania. Please
visit www.aatsp.org to access a general style guide on the SPR page (under the “Publications” menu tab).
A link for article submissions can be found at www.spanishandportuguesereview.org.
Please send all book and media review submissions and inquiries to Editor Cory Duclos at
gduclos@colgate.edu.

